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Abstract
Topology control is one of the major approaches to achieve energy efficiency as well as fault tolerance in wireless networks.
In this paper, we study the dual power assignment problem for 2-edge connectivity and 2-vertex connectivity in the symmetric
graphical model.
The problem has arisen from the following practical origin. In a wireless ad hoc network where each node can switch its
transmission power between high-level and low-level, how can we establish a fault-tolerant connected network topology in the
most energy-efficient way? Specifically, the objective is to minimize the number of nodes assigned with high power and yet
achieve 2-edge connectivity or 2-vertex connectivity. Note that to achieve a minimum number of high-power nodes is harder than
an optimization problem in the same model whose objective is to minimize the total power cost.
We first address these two optimization problems (2-edge connectivity and 2-vertex connectivity version) under the general
graph model. Due to the NP-hardness, we propose an approximation algorithm, called prioritized edge selection algorithm, which
achieves a 4-ratio approximation for 2-edge connectivity. After that, we modify the algorithm to solve the problem for 2-vertex
connectivity and also achieve the same approximation ratio. We also show that the 4-ratio is tight for our algorithms in both cases.
c© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) has attracted significant attention due to a broad range of applications such
as environmental monitoring, military operation and health applications, and also its challenging research problems.
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Since a mobile device is usually battery-powered and vulnerable, energy efficiency and fault tolerance are two main
issues in a wireless ad hoc network. They are even more critical in a wireless sensor network which is regarded as an
application of ad hoc networks.
Topology control is to achieve the conflicting goals of saving energy while maintaining fault tolerance. The basic
framework of topology control is: to adjust transmission power at each node in a network according to the desired
features of the network such as connectivity, 2-connectivity and low interference among neighbors. A transmission
power from a node u to another node v is proportionate to d(u, v)c in most used radio propagation models, where
d(u, v) is the Euclidean distance between u and v, and c is the power attenuation exponent, typically between 2 and
4. So, we assume that for a given transmission power p, there exists a unique corresponding transmission range r . In
other words, we regard a power assignment as a transmission range assignment.
A topology or communication graph induced by power adjustment is usually a directed graph due to the asymmetry
of transmission powers among neighbor nodes. However, it has been shown in the literature that a unidirectional link
is detrimental to the performance of a network. So, it is necessary to symmetrize edges among neighbor nodes. Here,
we assume that there exists a (symmetric) link between nodes u and v if d(u, v) ≤ ru and d(u, v) ≤ rv where ru and
rv are the transmission ranges of u and v, respectively. In other words, we prune all unidirectional links induced by a
power assignment to obtain a symmetric topology.
Extensive studies have been done on topology control in the literature. Most works assume a continuous power
assignment: a node can set its transmission range to r where r can be any value in [rmin, rmax ]. A topology control
algorithm based on continuous power assignment uses the triangle inequality to derive the concept of energy efficiency.
In reality, however, each sensor is given k different transmission powers where k is a small constant. In this paper,
we consider the simplest case in which there are only two universal transmission power levels. With this dual power
assignment, a minimum number of maximum-power nodes and the minimum total power, which is defined as the sum
of the power of each node, are achieved at the same time. However, these two optimization goals are different with
respect to the approximation ratio. It is easy to see that an α-approximation for the minimum number of high-power
nodes is always an α-approximation for the minimum total power, but the inverse is not true. It is also shown in [13]
and [14] that it is important to minimize the number of maximum-power nodes, when a discrete power assignment is
considered. If the objective of a discrete power assignment is to minimize the number of maximum-power nodes, we
can assume without loss of generality that there are two transmission power levels available.
For a given set of nodes V in a Euclidean plane, a dual power assignment is defined as a range assignment A where
A(v) = rh or A(v) = rl where rh and rl are the high and the low transmission ranges, respectively. The low-power
graph Gl is the graph induced by the low-power assignment, i.e., A(v) = rl for all v ∈ V , and the high-power graph
Gh is the graph induced by the high-power assignment, i.e., A(v) = rh for all v ∈ V . The goal is to find an assignment
which minimizes the number of high power nodes and meanwhile produces an 2-edge (2-vertex) connected graph.
The definition above can also be generalized in a general undirected graph model as follows.
Definition 1 (Dual Power Assignment for 2-Edge (Vertex) Connectivity Problem). Given a set of nodes V , the 2-
edge(vertex) connected graph Gh = (V, Eh) and its subgraph Gl = (V, El) where El ⊆ Eh , find an edge set
E ⊆ Eh \ El , such that G = (V, El ∪ E) is 2-edge(vertex) connected, while the size of V (E) is minimized, where
V (E) denotes the set of vertices, each of which has at least one attached edge in the set E .
Note that in our definition, graph nodes are no longer limited in a plane. Any network topology which can be
modeled as a graph is allowed. We will use DPA-2EC and DPA-2VC to abbreviate the two problems, respectively.
In addition, one can prove that the DPA-2EC and DPA-2VC problem are NP-hard by using a reduction from the
minimum set cover problem, which is well-known NP-hard. The proof is not very hard and therefore omitted.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.We firstly introduce some related work in Section 2. Then, in Section 3,
some preliminaries and basic definitions of our algorithm are given. Our approximation algorithms are formally
described in Sections 4 and 5. Specifically, in Section 4, we proposed the Prioritized Edge Selection Algorithm
for the DPA-2EC problem followed by a proof of the approximation results, and in Section 5, we arrive at the 4-
approximation for DPA-2VC by using a modified PESA algorithm. As the last part, we conclude the paper and give
some future works in Section 6.
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2. Related works
The power-optimal continuous range assignment problem has been studied extensively. As this problem is NP-
hard even in the Euclidean plane [11], some approximation algorithms are developed. Kirousis et al. [15] give
a 2-approximation algorithm by constructing the minimum spanning tree of the network graph. Calinescu et al.
[3] improve the approximation factor to 1.69 with a Steiner tree based algorithm. As a natural generalization of
connectivity, the k-connectivity or k-edge connectivity power range assignment problem is also studied in previous
works. For the special case of biconnectivity, Lloyd et al. [9] present a 8-approximation algorithm. For the general
k-connectivity and k-edge connectivity problem, an O(k)-approximation centralized algorithm was designed by
Hajiaghayi et al. [5]. Calinescu et al. [3] improve the approximation result for k-edge connectivity to 2k, and for
biconnectivity to 4.
To the best of our knowledge, the dual power assignment problem was first studied by Rong et al. [4]. The
authors define the asymmetric version of the problem, prove the NP-hardness of strongly connected dual power
assignment problem, and design a 2-approximation algorithm based on graph theoretic facts. Chen et al. [2] improve
the approximation factor of asymmetric version to 1.75. In [1], Lloyd and Liu study the minimum number of maximum
power users problem, which is actually the symmetric version of DPA problem, prove the NP-hardness of the
symmetric version and present a 1.67-approximation algorithm. But none of these works consider fault tolerance.
To the best of knowledge, the only work where fault tolerance is taken in account is [12]. The authors proposed the
minimum spanning tree augmentation algorithms for 2-edge connectivity and 2-vertex connectivity with dual power
assignment. The algorithms achieve an approximation ratio of 6 for 2-edge connectivity and 5 for 2-vertex connectivity
respectively.
In this paper, we study the dual power assignment problem both for 2-edge connectivity(DPA-2EC) and 2-vertex
connectivity(DPA-2VC) in general undirected graphs. Our algorithm can achieve a better approximation ratio of 4,
for both DPA-2EC and DPA-2VC.
3. Preliminaries
Before we introduce our algorithm, let us formally define some concepts and describe some basic properties without
proof which are important for our algorithm. Although some of them can be found from text books of graph theory,
e.g. [16], the definitions may be different.
Definition 2. An undirected loopless multi-graph1 G = (V, E) is called 2-edge connected (2-vertex connected,
resp.) if, G is a single node, or two nodes with at least two edges between them, or has at least 3 nodes and remains
connected after removing any edge (vertex, resp.).2
Definition 3. A connected component of a graph is one of its maximal connected subgraphs. Similarly, a 2-edge
connected (2-vertex connected, resp.) component is a maximal 2-edge connected (2-vertex connected, resp.) subgraph.
Definition 4. Given a graph G, a bridge is an edge that separates its two endpoints. A cut vertex is a vertex which
separates two other vertices of the same connected component.
Definition 5. Let G be a graph. A E-block is a maximal connected subgraph without bridges. A block is a maximal
connected subgraph without cut vertex and bridges.
It can be shown that each E-block of a graph is a 2-edge connected component, and each block is a 2-vertex
connected component.
By maximality, different E-blocks are vertex-disjoint and different blocks overlap in at most one vertex which is a
cut vertex of G. Actually, the 2-edge connectivity (2-vertex connectivity, resp.) of a graph can be described by all its
E-blocks (blocks and cut vertices, resp.) together with its bridges (cut vertices, resp.).
1 It means multiple edges between two nodes are allowed. Note that even though the input graphs are both simple graphs, we need use a
multi-graph in the intermediate process.
2 Note that in our definition, we also consider a single node as a 2-vertex and 2-edge connected graph for convenience.
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Definition 6. Let G be a graph, A denotes the set of bridges of G and B denotes the set of its E-blocks. The E-block
graph of G, denoted by EBG(G), is the graph on B formed by the edges (B1, B2) if there exist some v ∈ B1 and
u ∈ B2 and (u, v) ∈ A.
Definition 7. Let G be a graph, C denotes the set of cut vertices, A denotes the set of bridges of G and B denotes the
set of its blocks. The block graph of G, denoted by BG(G), is the bipartite graph on C ∪ B formed by two types of
edges:
1. (c, B) with c ∈ B where c is any cut vertex and B is any block;
2. (B1, B2) if there exist some v ∈ B1 and u ∈ B2 and (u, v) ∈ A.
The concepts of E-blocks and blocks are illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively. The following proposition reduces
the connectivity structure of a given graph to that of its E-blocks (blocks).
Proposition 1. The E-block (block) graph of a graph is a forest. In addition, a graph is 2-edge (2-vertex) connected
iff its E-block (block) graph is a single node.
Given a graph G, we define a natural mapping EB(·) from its vertex set to the vertex set of EBG(G) according to
the E-block inclusion. Specifically, a vertex v is mapped to a E-block EB(v) if v ∈ EB(v). Similarly, for block graph,
we can also define the mapping B(·)which maps a non-cut vertex to its corresponding block and is an identity mapping
for cut vertices. Therefore, when we add an edge (u, v) into G, we can consider it as adding the edge (EB(u), EB(v))
into EBG(G) and (B(u), B(v)) into BG(G). The following proposition shows that they are equivalent.
Proposition 2. Let G be an graph, u and v are two vertices of G. Then
EBG(G ∪ {(u, v)}) = EBG(EBG(G) ∪ {(EB(u), EB(v))})
and
BG(G ∪ {(u, v)}) = BG(BG(G) ∪ {(B(u), B(v))}).
4. Approximation algorithm for DPA-2EC
In this section, we propose an algorithm called the Prioritized Edge Selection Algorithm (PESA) to solve the
DPA-2EC problem.
The basic idea of the algorithm is as follows. In order to achieve 2-edge connectivity, we begin with Gl and keep
adding edges from Eh \ El into it. For the resultant graph, denoted by G ′, we can claim that it is already 2-edge
connected if EBG(G ′) is a single node according to Proposition 1.
We introduce the following terminology to describe the algorithm.3
• A covered edge is an edge in G ′ with its two endpoints corresponding to the same E-block node.
• A candidate edge is an edge which is in Gh \G ′ and adding which into G ′ makes some uncovered edges covered.
• A leaf is a E-block of degree less than 2 in EBG(G ′).
• An isolated leaf is a leaf without edges to any other E-blocks.
• A non-trivial tree is a connected component of EBG(G ′) with at least 2 E-blocks.
• A twig with regard to a leaf C is a maximal subtree of the non-trivial tree containing C , where each node except C
has degree 2.
• A back edge is a candidate edge connecting a leaf to a different node in the same twig.
• A line path is a non-trivial tree where there are exactly two leaves.
In order to minimize the number of selected high power nodes, we need to choose edges in an effective way. To do
this, we assign an priority to each candidate edge which is not yet in G ′.
Definition 8 (Edge Prioritization, see Fig. 3).
• A Type-1 edge is an edge such that, if added, the number of leaves in EBG(G ′) decreases. We assign high priority
to the Type-1 edges.
3 Note that we will adopt all this terminology with respect to BG(G) in the next section.
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• A Type-2 edge is a back edge of EBG(G ′) such that no other back edge incident to the same leaf covers more
edges. A Type-2 edge is non-leaf-reducing edge by the definition of a twig.4 We assign medium priority to the
Type-2 edges.
• A Type-3 edge is an edge that connects an isolated leaf to an isolated leaf. The Type-3 edge set is assigned low
priority.
Now, let us describe how PESA works in detail. In each iteration, we firstly choose an edge arbitrarily from the
non-empty edge set with highest priority. Then we set two end-points of this edge to high power level and add this
edge into G ′. Note that we need to consider all edges which are induced by existing high power nodes. Lastly we
update all edge priorities with respect to new G ′. The algorithm terminates once EBG(G ′) becomes a single node.
Algorithm 1. Prioritized Edge Selection Algorithm
1: INPUT: (V, Eh , El )
2: OUTPUT: Power assignment A such that the symmetric graph induced by A is 2-edge connected.
3: A(v)← rl for all v ∈ V and initialize G′ ← (V, El );
4: E ← Eh − El
5: Let Qi be the set of Type-i edges where i = 1, 2, 3;
6: while EBG(G′) has more than 1 node do
7: Construct Qi from E according to EBG(G′) where i = 1, 2, 3;
8: if Q1 is not empty then
9: choose arbitrary e = (u, v) from Q1;
10: else if Q2 is not empty then
11: choose arbitrary e = (u, v) from Q2;
12: else
13: choose arbitrary e = (u, v) from Q3;
14: end if
15: A(u)← rh ;
16: A(v)← rh ;
17: E ← E − {e};
18: Update G′ according to A;
19: end while
20: return A;
Updating G ′ and Qi (the set of Type-i edges) in each iteration can be done by a depth first search which needs
O(n2) time and the algorithm always terminates in n iterations because we add at least one more high power node in
each iteration. Thus, the time complexity of PESA is at most O(n3).
The following theorem shows that PESA can achieve a good approximation compared to the optimal solution,
which is one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 1. PESA computes a 4-approximation for DPA-2EC.
Note that in each iteration of the algorithm, although we select only one edge, more than 1 edge may be added
and make the contraction more effective. However, this makes the analysis unnecessarily complicated. Therefore we
only consider and count the selected edge instead of taking all the edges induced by the two high-power nodes into
account. So G ′ in the following context is actually updated by selected edges rather than selected nodes. This may
cause a problem in that for some iterations we select an edge without adding high power nodes. We can just omit such
an iteration because it doesn’t affect the output vertex set.
Before we start to prove this theorem, we need to define some notation.
• U : the set of high-power nodes in an optimal solution
• Nlea f : the number of leaves in EBG(G ′)
• N1: the number of Type-1 edges selected
• N2: the number of Type-2 edges selected
• S3: the first iteration where a Type-3 edge is selected
4 It is remarkable that adding a Type-2 edge does not reduce the number of leaves because it only reduces the length of the twig.
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• T : the number of connected components in G ′ at S3
• M1: the number of Type-1 edges which connect two connected components of G’ and is selected after S3
• M2: the number of Type-2 edges selected after S3
• N3: the number of Type-3 edges selected after S3
Since once we select a candidate edge, we assign its two endpoints to the high-power level, the number of total
high-power nodes is at most 2(N1+ N2+ N3). In order to prove Theorem 1, we will give a bound for each of Ni ’s
by proving Lemmas 1–9.
Lemma 1. Given a 2-edge connected graph G = (V, E) and any non-trivial vertex partition (U, V −U ) (neither U
nor V −U is empty), there are at least two edges between U and V −U.
Proof. Assume that for some vertex subset U ⊆ V , there are less than two edges between U and V − U . It means
that either there are no edges between U and V −U , which implies G is not connected, or only one such edge exists
whose removal will disconnect U and U − V , which implies that G is not 2-edge connected.
Therefore, there must be at least two edges between U and V −U , and this holds for every U ⊆ V . 
Lemma 2. |U | ≥ N1.
Proof. At the beginning of the algorithm, all nodes are assigned to the low power level. By Lemma 1, each leaf in
EBG(G ′)must have at least one high-power node. In other words, |U | ≥ Nlea f . Note that PESA considers only three
types of edges at each iteration. When a Type-1 edge is selected, the number of leaves decreases by at least 1. When a
Type-2 or Type-3 edge is selected, the number of leaves remains the same. This implies that |Nlea f | ≥ |N1|. Therefore
the lemma holds. 
Lemma 3. If a Type-3 edge is selected by PESA in any iteration, E BG(G ′) must consist only of isolated E-blocks at
the beginning of this iteration.
Proof. According to the edge priorities, we will never select a Type-3 edge if either a Type-1 or a Type-2 edge
exists. Suppose that there is a non-trivial tree in EBG(G ′) and C is a leaf of the non-trivial tree. Since Gh is 2-edge
connected, there must be a candidate edge e ∈ Eh − El connecting C to another E-block C ′ in EBG(G ′). If C ′ is in a
different tree, e must be a Type-1 edge. On the other hand, if C ′ is within the same tree, e must be either a Type-1 edge
or a Type-2 edge. Thus PESA should not select a Type-3 edge at this iteration, which leads to a contradiction. 
Lemma 4 (Structure Property of E BG(G ′)). At any iteration after S3, E BG(G ′) consists of isolated leaves and up
to one line path.
Proof. We prove the structure property by induction. By Lemma 3, the structure property holds at S3. Suppose that
the structure property holds at the beginning of i-th iteration after S3. Then EBG(G ′) consists of (a) either isolated
nodes or (b) only one line path and isolated nodes. First, assume that (a) is the case. Then the Type-1 and Type-2
edge pools must be empty at the i-th iteration, and PESA selects a Type-3 edge to connect two isolated E-blocks.
This results in a line path with length one and remaining isolated E-blocks in EBG(G ′) at the beginning of (i + 1)-th
iteration. Therefore, the lemma holds for the case (a).
Assume that (b) is the case and P is the line path. We know that a leaf C of the path P must have a candidate edge
e which connects C to another E-block C ′ in EBG(G ′). C ′ can be either on the path or an isolated leaf.
For both cases, we will get either isolated leaves or a line path and isolated leaves at the beginning of (i + 1)-th
step. Therefore, the lemma holds. 
Lemma 5. If there exists a path with length of l at the beginning of any iteration after S3, the path must consist of at
least l − 1 Type-1 edges and at most one Type-3 edge.
Proof. Note that a Type-2 edge is immediately covered once it is added into G ′. So a line path is composed by Type-1
and Type-3 edges. However, a Type-3 edge is only added if there exist only isolated leaves in EBG(G ′) and thus there
cannot be two uncovered Type-3 edges in EBG(G ′). This implies the lemma immediately. 
Lemma 6. T ≥ M1 + N3.
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Proof. Every Type-3 edge reduces the number of trees by 1 and every Type-1 edge connecting two trees reduces
the number of trees by 1. Type-2 edge and intra-tree Type-1 edge does not reduce the number of trees. So,
M1 + N3 = T − 1. 
Lemma 7. The edge selected at the last iteration must be a Type-1 edge which is an edge connecting two endpoints
of a line path.
Proof. An observation that neither Type-2 edge nor Type-3 edge can contract EBG(G ′) into a single node implies
the lemma immediately. 
Lemma 8. M1 ≥ M2.
Proof. By Lemma 5, any line path after S3 consists of Type-1 edges and up to one Type-3 edge. In particular, a line
path can be only expanded by Type-1 edges, but can be contracted by Type-2 edges and Type-1 edges. Because a path
is eliminated into an isolated leaf by a Type-1 edge according to a similar argument to Lemma 7, and also a Type-2
edge covers at least one edge in the path, We can see that the number of Type-1 edges which expand a line path is no
less than the number of Type-2 edges which contract the line path. Summing over all appeared line paths after S3, we
have M1 ≥ M2. 
According to Lemmas 6 and 8, we can immediately get the following corollary.
Corollary 1. T ≥ M2 + N3.
Lemma 9. |U | ≥ T + N2 − M2.
Proof. Note that N2−M2 represents the number of Type-2 edges selected before S3 by the definitions of N2 and M2.
Suppose PESA selects a Type-2 edge e incident to a leaf C before S3. C must not have any Type-1 edge, since a
Type-1 edge overrides a Type-2 edge. This implies that any node in C has no incident edge connected to any other tree,
nor does it have an edge to a E-block outside its twig. However, C must have at least two adjacent edges by Lemma 1.
Thus, it is necessary for U to contain at least one high-power node v in C ′ ⊂ C , which consists of nodes with at
least one candidate edge adjacent to a node outside C . After the Type-2 edge is added, as no other edge incident to C
covers more edges, no nodes in C ′ have an candidate edge. Thus all C ′s during the algorithm are disjoint. Let W be
the intersection of U and the union of all C ′. Then |W | ≥ N2 − M2.
Let us consider an inter-tree edge e at iteration i . Then, at iteration i ′ where i ′ < i , it is also an inter-tree edge,
since a tree never shrinks over iterations. In other words, if an edge e is not an inter-tree edge at iteration i ′, it can not
be an inter-tree edge at iteration executed later than i ′. Since a node v in W has no inter-tree adjacent edge at some
iteration before S3 as mentioned above, any edge adjacent to v can not be an inter-tree edge at any iteration after S3.
Now, consider iteration S3. By Lemma 4 and the definition of T , EBG(G ′) consists of T isolated leaves, each of
which forms a tree. By Lemma 1, we know that U must have at least one high-power node in each isolated leaf in
order to make the isolated leaves 2-edge connected. However, any v in W can not be used to connect any two isolated
leaves. Otherwise, it implies that v has an inter-tree edge incident to it, contradicting the definition of W . Therefore,
|U | ≥ T + |W | ≥ T + N2 − M2. 
Proof of Theorem 3. Combining Lemmas 2 and 9 and Corollary 1, we know that
N1 + N2 + N3 ≤ N1 + (M2 + M3)+ N2 − M2 ≤ N1 + T + N2 − M2 ≤ 2|U |.
Since each selected edge may increase the number of output high power nodes by at most 2, we therefore conclude
the 4-approximation ratio of PESA immediately. 
Actually, the analysis of 4-approximation ratio of PESA is tight. Fig. 4 shows a network of size 5n which provides
the approximation ratio of 4. Each solid circle represents a clique when low power is assigned to every node in the
network. There is no low-power edge between any two solid circles. The dashed circle represents a clique when high
power is assigned to every node in the network. In this instance, the optimal solution of the DPA-2EC problem is to
assign high power to one node in each ci where i = 1, . . . n. However, PESA obtains 4(n − 1) high-power nodes in
the worst case.
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Fig. 1. E-block and E-block graph.
Fig. 2. Block and block graph.
Fig. 3. Edge priorities of PESA.
Fig. 4. An instance with the approximation ratio of 4.
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Fig. 5. An Type-2 Edge after S3 always covers either a Type-1 edge or a Type-3 edge.
5. Modified PESA algorithm for DPA-2VC
In the section, we modify PESA to solve the DPA-2VC problem. The basic idea is quite similar to what we did in
the previous section.
The edge priorities and the algorithm are defined almost the same as last section except replacing concepts for 2-
edge connectivity by corresponding concepts for 2-vertex connectivity. We need emphasize that a block graph consists
of blocks and cut vertices whereas a E-block graph consists of E-blocks only, and therefore we need replace E-blocks
with blocks and cut vertices together. The following theorem gives a similar result just as Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. Modified PESA computes a 4-approximation of DPA-2VC in O(n3) time.
Proof Sketch. First of all, we define U , Ni (i = 1, 2, 3), M j ( j = 1, 2), and the iteration S3 similarly. We need to
prove that
N1 + N2 + N3 ≤ 2|U |.
We will adopt the Lemmas 2, 6, 8 and 9. Consequently, the 4-approximation ratio is derived similarly.
The time complexity is also O(n3) due to the O(|E |) time depth-first-search algorithm for finding all the 2-vertex
connected components and cut vertices. 
In order to accomplish the proof, we need to reprove all the Lemmas we have proved in Section 4 under the 2-vertex
connectivity context. In fact, almost all proofs can be immediately modified by some simple replacements of terms,
except the following new Lemma 8.
Lemma 8 (’). M1 ≥ M2.
Proof. In the 2-vertex connectivity case, a line path is not only formed by Type-1 edges and at most one Type-3 edge,
but also by edges between cut vertices and blocks. However, note that a Type-2 edge will always cover a Type-1 edge
or a Type-3 edge. Otherwise, G ′ is invariant after the edge added. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.
Moreover, the eliminating operations from a line path to an isolated block must be achieved by a Type-1 edge.
Therefore, M1 ≥ M2. 
Similarly, the approximation ratio is also tight. A counter example is shown in Fig. 6. The network consists of
12n vertices. The low-power graph has 14n edges which are represented by solid lines. High power edges are drawn
as dotted lines. In addition, the graph has n connected components each of which consists of three 2-connected
components. All the high power edges are labeled into four classes: {ei |i = 1 . . . n}, {ai j |i = 1 . . . n, j = i + 1},
{bi j |i = 1 . . . n, j = i + 1} and {ci j |i = 1 . . . n, j = i + 1}.5 The optimal solution is to assign high-power levels to
each node attached by some ci j . Therefore, the optimal solution has 2n nodes.
Consider the modified PESA algorithm. At the beginning, each ei is a Type-1 edge and can be selected. After that,
G ′ has n isolated nodes. From then, according to the algorithm, one can check that a possible order of edge selection
is a12, b12, a23, b23, . . ., ai(i+1), bi(i+1), . . ., an1, bn1. Therefore, we eventually add 8n nodes in total, which is exactly
4 times the optimal solution.
6. Conclusion
In order to reduce the power consumption and improve the fault tolerance in wireless network, we consider the
dual power model and address the dual power assignment problem for 2-vertex connectivity and 2-edge connectivity.
5 Note that an(n+1) = an1, bn(n+1) = bn1 and cn(n+1) = cn1.
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Fig. 6. An instance with the approximation ratio of 4 for modified-PESA.
Due to the NP-hardness for both problems, we propose the Prioritized Edge Selection Algorithm to achieve 4-
approximation for both problems. We also show that this ratio is tight with respect to PESA.
In future work, we plan to develop some distributed version of our algorithm. Another interesting problem is to
consider the geometric nature of the problem, for example Dual Power Assignment problems in a unit disk graph.
Up to our best knowledge, there is no better result achieved for this special version. It would be also interesting to
investigate the problem when more than two power levels are introduced.
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